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INSIGHT

 “Why not start right away with Coca 

Cola?, you ask with a slightly ironic tone. 

You are right! Where could you acquire 

the know-how about placing a drink suc-

cessfully on and in the market better 

than at the Coca-Cola Company, the un-

disputed No. 1 in the drink industry on 

this planet. And it was just here in the management of the soft 

drink giant that they met: Ulrich Jannert and Norman Thier, 

the founders and CEOs of Mangostan-Gold AG, which is get-

ting ready to initiate a new megatrend in the field of wellness 

with an ancient fruit. 

Business development, financial controlling and project man-

agement were the core competencies that Coca Cola paid the 

qualified business studies graduate Ulrich Jannert for. And 

the qualified business studies graduate and Bachelor of Com-

mercial Economics, Norman Thier, earned his salary from the 

mega corporation in the areas market research, marketing 

and production management. But neither the alleged security 

of a permanent contract of employment nor the reputation of 

their employer could keep Norman and Ulrich from 

dreaming their dream... the dream of creating a 

universally applicable product suitable for the 

various demands of today‘s lifestyles. “An elixir of 

life for the 21st century,” as Ulrich Jannert expresses 

in an interview with OBTAINER WORLDWIDE. And 

Norman Thier adds: “From the very start we were con-

sidering a product that would unite the most effective 

natural substances and anti-oxidants from all over 

the world.”

But where should they get it from without stealing? 

– Questions like this regularly separate the entrepre-

neurial wheat from the chaff. The classic “do-nothing” 

will at this stage realize that, unfortunately, this prod-

uct does not exist – and that the job with Coca Cola re-

ally is not sooo bad after all! The just as classic “doer” 

on the other hand thinks about it – and then thinks about 

it a bit more. Makes himself a plan. Commits himself to his 

dream. Collects information. Organizes a sabbatical from 

work – and finally travels in search of the dream, If neces-

sary, on foot with only a backpack and to the ends of the earth. 

“We had clearly defined, 
what we wanted“
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Through all the continents and cultures of the world. Always 

in search of the dream. The strongest and most effective natu-

ral substances from the world of traditional healing.

At least that is how Norman their and Ulrich Jannert did it 

and they were – as always in such cases – rewarded for this at-

titude: During their sabbaticals they collected numerous dis-

coveries and experiences throughout the world, which after 

their return to Europe they were able to evaluate and analyze. 

“The result was both breath-taking and unique,” reports Ul-

rich full of enthusiasm: “Each continent revealed one or two 

extremely interesting natural healing products which as a rule 

have been used for centuries and are still used today to treat 

a very wide range of complaints and above all to increase the 

quality of life.” And Norman adds: “In the course of this in 

Malaysia and Thailand and again in Myanmar, formerly Bur-

ma, Ulrich came across the mangosteen fruit, which today is 

the center of our product.”

Thanks to the special properties of “garcinia mangosta-

na” – which we will examine more closely in a mo-

ment – the two friends succeeded overcoming their 

“specific challenge,” which they set themselves as 

a vision at the start of their venture. “WE had 

clearly defined what we wanted,” explains Ul-

rich Jannert in the interview and concret-

izes: “A high-grade and effec-

tive nutrition supplement 

which consists of natu-

ral ingredients and 

can be consumed 

in convenient liq-

uid form, which 

will be taken 

gladly ev-
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ery day and with a variety of different anti-oxidants repre-

sents an efficient and effective protection against oxidative 

stress.” “Exactly,” agrees Norman their: “And of course the 

product had to be free of side-effects and had to be produced 

non-synthetically.”

Since the production of the product was to be carried out in 

Germany, extensive preliminary logistic preparations were 

necessary to guarantee the smooth supply of the numerous in-

gredients. Mangosteen fruit have to be imported from South-

east Asia and goji berries (wolfberries) from the Himalayas. 

Persia supplies pomegranates and from Central America 

come acerola cherries and prickly pears (Indian fig opuntia). 

Sea minerals are supplied from Australia and grape extract 

from Southern Europe and China. Together with longan, the 

dragon eye fruit, the ingredients are combined with natural 

fruit juices from Europe and bottled without the use of chemi-

cal preserving agents in a state-of-the-art production plant 

in Southern Germany. Because of that the bottling of the liq-

uid nutrition supplement “Mangostan-Gold” is subject to the 

strict food directives of Germany, a fact that means a distinct 

competitive advantage in the struggle for consumer approval. 

The fact that the product contains no added sugar, but only 

the natural fructose contained in the fruit goes almost without 

saying and is hardly worth mentioning. 

In total contrast to the other facts concerning the “garcinia 

mangostana” that are worth knowing. The fruit is called af-

ter the French seafarer and discoverer Jacques Garcin who 

lived from 1673 to 1751. The mangosteen tree should, despite 

the similar sounding name, by no means be confused with 

the mango tree nor the mangosteen with the mango fruit. 

The mangosteen has a dark smooth purple rind surrounding 

a snow-white fruit. The fruit kernel consists of four to eight 

segments of a delicious juicy-soft flesh, whose long list of 

valuable ingredients has still not been completely analyzed 

yet. The effects of the fruit have, however, been known and 

documented for many centuries and are the reason why the 

mangosteen enjoys an almost legendary reputation in Asian 

and Pacific cultures. The English Queen Victoria (1819 – 1901) 

granted the mangosteen the honorary title “Queen of Fruits” 

- and modern research is currently supplying the scientific ba-

sis showing why it justifiably bears this title. 

In the meantime it has become clear that the man-

gosteen fruit is the richest currently known source of natural 

xanthones, which are genuine “immune-system boosters.” 

“Xanthones are anti-viral, anti-fungal, anti-inflammatory and 

anti-bacterial,” explains Dr. Sam Walters, a doctor trained in 

natural healing, who has be active for more than 30 years as a 

practicing physician and has in addition to a bachelors degree 

in “Biological Nutrition Sciences” a masters degree in biol-

ogy. “In addition xanthones are known as the most important 

anti-oxidants occurring in nature,” continues Dr. Walters and 

points to the results of the so-called ORAC Test (Oxygen Radi-

cal Absorbance Capacity). This was able to prove the juice of 

the mangosteen fruit can on average absorb 20 to 30 times as 

many free radicals as the same quantity of most of the fruits 

and vegetables native to Europe [s. page 14: The Mangosteen 

Fruit]. 

Many scientists today declare in unison that free radicals and 

chronic inflammations are “Health Risk No. 1.” The natural 

healing lore of many peoples has apparently always known 

this. Because whether in Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, India 

or China – everywhere mangosteen has been used since time 

immemorial for prophylaxis and healing. Here the spectrum 

of uses ranges from nose, throat and mouth inflammations 

through rashes and eczema, bladder inflammations and di-

arrhea to tuberculosis and other infections. But even more 

important for many people will be that the consumption of 

mangosteen quite simply improves “the general sense of well-

being.” This has also been Dr. Walters‘ experience. “All my life 

I have been very active. I had never thought that I could feel 

even better – but since I started drinking mangosteen juice, I 

really do. Already after a week I felt that I had more stamina 

and could think more clearly,” reports the doctor making no 

secret of his enthusiasm about this fact.

And that is precisely something that the resellers of the Man-

gostan-Gold AG definitely do not want to and will not do in 

the coming years - keep their enthusiasm about the “magic 

drink” secret. For just this reason Ulrich Jannert and Nor-

man their have decided to rely on the “power of the personal 

recommendation” and resolved to distribute their product via 

INSIGHT
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Source: German Institute
for Mangosteen

network marketing. “We could also have chosen the route via the distri-

bution channels for the health food and specialist stores,” says Norman 

Thier explaining the background: “But we wanted to use the combination 

of the megatrends wellness and home-based business and have therefore 

chosen what we feel is the more efficient distribution concept. In this way 

we can pay the trade margins and advertising costs saved directly to those 

who do the advertising and recommendation marketing for us – to the in-

dependent product partners, in other words to you!” And Ulrich Jannert 

adds: “The opening of new megatrends and establishment of a new product 

category requires some explanation. Just as the triumphal march of aloe 

vera took place from mouth to mouth and from person to person, the new 

wellness and anti-aging wave will develop in the next decades on the basis 

of the mangosteen fruit.”

Here both founders are placing their bets on a clear one-

product strategy, a modern transparent and fair marketing plan, the use 

of current Internet technologies and a free education and training system. 

“We know that wellness drinks are literally as plentiful as the sand in the 

sea,” says Ulrich Jannert , showing – in addition to all the enthusiasm – 

the necessary realism: “Therefore a reseller who would like to succeed in 

network marketing not only a unique product but also a company that acts 

with a professional and efficient concept on the market.” And he gives a 

list of the relevant differences that distinguish Mangostan-Gold AG from 

its competitors: “First of all, we are a German-Swiss company with head 

offices in Berlin and in Switzerland, in the Canton of Zug. Then we have a 

young dynamic management and a clear one-product strategy, which leads 

to concentration on the essentials. The entitlement to commission for pas-

sive income depends solely on individual requirements and the qualifica-

tion stages in our marketing plan are dependent exclusively on turnover, 

overhauling and impasses are excluded. Every reseller receives profession-

al support and individual coaching from our training center – and some-

thing that is not completely unimportant: You still have the chance to be on 

board more or less from Day One!” 

“And all of that, of course, without warehousing, without employees and 

with an innovative and highly effective product that is a world first,” adds 

Norman their as other advantages that their joint company has to of-

fer come to mind: Also the personalized Website for only €39 a year, the 

free time management, the opportunity to start off part-time and the sales 
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documents, which have been optimized by distribution pro-

fessionals, can also be mentioned here.” “And not to forget 

our €1 million bonus program,” remembers his partner with 

a smile. “Right,” agrees Norman: “For all new partners who 

register up to the end of the year there is the opportunity to re-

ceive up to 50,000 shares if they build up an organization of at 

least 300 partners within 12 months.” For top-class network-

ers certainly an exciting goal. But whoever does not want to 

reach for the stars at once will with Mangostan AG‘s Business 

Starter Package receive the key to success in their hands. “We 

tell the people quite clearly: With us you can earn good money, 

but that is also bound up with work.” It is important for both 

CEOs not to allow any unrealistic ideas to arise: “Although, 

 

with the appropriate commitment, it is without doubt possible 

to achieve an income considerably above the average.” 

This is taken care of by a marketing plan,  that 

is so simple that you can “explain it to your neighbor while he 

is washing his car – and he will understand it!” Of that at least 

Manfred Meier, who runs the Training and Expansion Center 

(TEC), is convinced and he explains the concept: “We want 

to support our partners, not train them to death! The most 

important thing is your own attitude to the business, the rest 

is simply a result of that. Because the road to building up a 

professional existence in recommendation marketing is busi-

ness from person to person, which takes place in three stages. 



the shooting star of the next decade. The current statements 

of Jürgen Ffliege and Prof. Bankhofer confirm the feasibil-

ity of this project.” And he underlines his statement with an 

energetic: “Mangostan-Gold belongs in every refrigerator!”

This message will be proclaimed by the two top-class manag-

ers in the coming period at one or two major events a year 

– and for these they have scored a classic “coup”! They have 

been able to win Jürgen Fliege, who once started the aloe 

vera boom with his television show, as a star guest and ad-

vertising partner. Because the former television pastor, who 

consumes Mangostan-Gold because of his allergy problem, 

is enthusiastic about the new fruit: “Mangosteen appears 

to be becoming or has already become what aloe vera used 

to be. Namely a healing power, or at least a power support-

ing healing, that the whole world will be talking about.” 
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First, making contact with new people and creating a relation-

ship. Then support during the first steps and nurturing the 

relationship. In this way a business partner is created. With 

this consistent cooperation the business grows and a friend-

ship develops. Now your friend does exactly the same – this is 

then duplication. And duplication is the secret of all success in 

network marketing.”

Since this sort of growth simply cannot be stopped, there 

are already consumers and resellers of Mangostan-Gold in 

Belgium, Italy, Spain, Sweden and Slovenia. “These coun-

tries are therefore being built up,” explains Ulrich Jannert in 

this OBTAINER interview. “We will also be opening some of 

these countries officially by the end of 2010 with local deliv-

ery warehouses and regional managers, but our core market 

is first of all the German-speaking area.” And Norman Thier 

adds: “Certainly further European countries will follow little 

by little. But only step by step and each on a solid founda-

tion.”

A solid foundation, one of which is the first-class 

product, gives self-confidence. And that is really not lacking 

at the young German start-up company. Thus the company 

has already opened up its standard business conditions to al-

low membership of its partners in other networks, which in 

an industry where most companies fear the poaching of “their 

distributors” like the plague is definitely not usual. Perhaps 

this self-assurance also has to do with the fact that Ulrich Jan-

nert is a member of the “Bundesverband Network Marketing 

e. V.,” which sees itself as a “guarantee for quality, fairness 

and professional business behavior in network marketing.” 

And Norman Thier notes on this: “In this way our partners 

act individually and in line with their personal preferences 

on the basis of the wellness and anti-aging megatrends.”

This attitude creates trust and allows the me-

dium- to long-term goals of the company as formulated 

by Norman appear realistic: “Our goal is to herald the new 

wellness age after aloe vera and to position Mangostan as 






